FOURIER TRANSFORMS OF ODD AND EVEN TEMPERED DISTRIBUTIONS E. 0. MILTON
In this paper certain previous results of the author concerning Abelian theorems for the Fourier transform of distributions are generalized to two new distribution spaces, those of odd and even tempered distributions. These spaces arise in the consideration of Fourier sine and cosine transforms of distributions.
In [2] Abelian theorems concerning the Fourier transform of functions provided the initial motivation for similar results about the Fourier transform of distributions. They also contributed directly to these results through the representability of certain types of distributions by functions. It turns out that the analogous procedure is possible with Fourier sine and cosine transforms, leading to the space of even tempered distributions (Sζ f ) and the space of odd tempered distributions (S^r) .
The basic idea is to generalize the facts for the classical transform that the Fourier transform of an even function is actually a cosine transform and the Fourier transform of an odd function is actually a sine transform. Then as in [2] Abelian theorems can be obtained for these transforms of distributions which are representable in certain ways by functions. In § 5, results of this type are obtained for semiregular distributions, those which are regular over a subset of their respective supports.
With this approach, classical results for both the Fourier sine transform and Fourier cosine transform yield distributional results for these two transforms and can then be combined to yield results about the Fourier transform of a distribution itself. Thus, not only do we have a direct generalization of results for Fourier sine and cosine transforms of functions and hence an alternate approach to Abelian theorems about the Fourier transform, but we are dealing with the larger distribution spaces, £f' and £/£.
clear from the context, a subscript will be used as an indicator, such
A distribution is said to be regular if it is defined by a locally integrable function /, that is, if <Γ, Φ> = (T f , φ) = Γ f(x)φ(x)dx for each test function φ. Then a distribution which is regular over a subset of its support will be called semiregular. A distribution which is not semiregular is said to be singular. We denote by &" the class of all tempered distributions [3, p. 188] ; &* is the corresponding test function space. Also g 7 ' is the class of all distributions with bounded support [3, p. 99] ; g 7 is the corresponding test function space. DEFINITION 2.1. The space S^{S^) is the subset of all even (odd) functions in Sf. Thus φ e Sζ(S^) if φ e g", φ is an even (odd) function, and for any arbitrary integer k ^ 0 there exist constants C km such that (-oo, oo) , then the Fourier transform of/ is the function of the real variable σ defined by
Under the same conditions, the Fourier sine transform will be denoted by f s (σ) = ^~s [f(x) 
then f(ζ) is m-times differentiate and
The proof follows easily by standard techniques.
For odd and even functions in U the use of the Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms reduces to the use of sine and cosine transforms, respectively.
The proof is immediate from the definitions of the quantities involved and the results of multiplying different combinations of odd and even functions.
For the purposes of the applications in §5, we need to mention a classical Abelian theorem covering Fourier sine and cosine transforms. This result will later be generalized to odd and even tempered distributions.
where a ^> 0, geBV [0, a] , and heBV [a, oo] ,
4* Fourier sine and cosine transforms of distributions* Just as the fact that φe<9* implies φ e £f is important in the development of the Fourier transform of an element of S^' 9 the analogous facts for £f t and ^ are of equal importance in the development of the Fourier sine and cosine transforms. for arbitrary nonnegative integers m and I, that is φ c --> 0 as | ξ | -> oo faster than any power of 1/| ξ !. Also <^c(-f) = ^β(f), thus φ c 6 ^. Similarly for φ s e^. If <pe^f, then the fact that J^[J^\φ\ =φ follows from Theorem 3.3 and the fact that if φ e S^ then JΠJ^" 1r "%^» = 9> [3, p. 192] . Similarly for φe<9ζ and JC Now if φ n -> 0 in jPf, then as above By Definition 2.2 the right hand side of this inequality approaches zero as n approaches infinity and hence ζ m φ %c -* 0 uniformly, that is φ ne -+0 in £ζ. Similarly for φ 8 .
It is not at all surprising that the motivation for the definition of Fourier sine and cosine transforms of distributions is supplied by a classical result. THEOREM 
If feL 1 and φz£S e (&ζ), then
Proof. This is a special case of the well-known result (related to the Parseval formula) that if / and g belong to U, then
J-oo J-co
See, for example, Bochner and Chandrasekharan [1, p. 2] or Titchmarsh [4, pp. 50-54] . Now that all of the necessary machinery has been developed, it is possible to define the desired transforms. This is a direct analogue of the definition of the Fourier transform of an element of Sf\ for functions / and φ defined on the whole real line. Also, let g be given by α;) I a; < a where h is any function integrable over the interval (-α, a). Then 0(#) is not an element of Sf\ as can be seen by the fact that it is not defined for the test function given by φ(x) -e~χ 2 . This same test function is also an element of £s, which indicates that 0(g) is not in S? either. But given an arbitrary element φ of *$£,
which exists since βr is integrable over ( -α, α) (-a, a) shows that there is at least one element of £ζ' which is neither in S? 9 nor S^' and thus completes the argument that no two of the three spaces S/", <Pf, and S% are equal. Thus SfJ and S^V are in fact bigger spaces than Sf\
Since &? and &%' both properly contain S?' it is trivial that S>V Π £<%' 2 Sf*. But it is interesting to note that S? t ' Π S<V is exactly &". To show this we first need a lemma. 
The proof follows from the fact that φ e (x) = (l/2)[φ(x) + <P(-x)\
and φ o {x) - 5* Applications* In this section we obtain Abelian theorems for the distributional Fourier sine and cosine transforms defined above. As mentioned in the introduction, these results generalize known Abelian theorem for the Fourier sine and cosine transforms of functions to the distributional setting. These results can then be combined to yield an alternate approach to Abelian theorems about the Fourier transform in Sf\ Thus we are not only working 570 E. 0. MILTON with larger spaces than Sf\ but can combine results of the same type to get results about S?
9 . The following theorem is a necessary preliminary to investigating the sine and cosine transforms. It is a direct analogue of a result for the Fourier transform and can be proved by a very slight modification of that proof.
THEOREM 5.1. The Fourier cosine transform of a distribution Teg 7 ' is (the distribution defined by) the function
The right hand side is also defined for every complex number ξ and is an entire function of ξ. Similarly the Fourier sine transform of T is
which is also entire.
Proof. Modifying the proof by Schwartz [3, pp. 189-190] 
Also, if Te £%' and satisfies the above conditions, then T s is a regular FOURIER TRANSFORMS OF ODD AND EVEN TEMPERED DISTRIBUTIONS 571
odd tempered distribution defined by a function Φ and
Proof. For the first part of the theorem T can be written as The first three terms of Φ are bounded as x-> ±0, and the behavior of the last two is given by Theorem 3.4 with the function g appearing there being 0. The behavior of the last term is a direct application of the theorem and the behavior of the fourth term is obtained by applying the theorem to g (-x) . The proDf of the second part of the theorem is similar.
In a result such as this, one of the terms in the sum will dominate, depending upon the relative sizes of the powers of \x\.
We can now combine these results to yield an alternate proof to a result previously obtained for the Fourier transform [2, Theorem 3.4, p. 167 The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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